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Background & Objectives
Bodybuilding Warehouse, founded in 2008, is now one of the UK’s largest manufacturers and 
retailers of sports nutrition supplements. Prior to our appointment they were running their PPC 
in-house and, while seeing increased conversions, they were not moving at the pace required to 
grow market share in such a competitive sector. Space 48 was approached to drive their PPC 
activity forwards and help them to deliver the growth that the company needed to achieve their 
objectives. 

It was clear that with a redefined strategy and optimisation of the account we could make a major 
difference and set the pace for future change. We set ourselves targets which were high but at 
the same time achievable. While many metrics could be considered when setting targets, ROI is 
critical so we focussed our targets around delivering increased conversions at a lower CPC. 

The targets agreed to determine the success of the campaign were as follows:

• Increase in converted clicks by 200%
• Decrease in CPC
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Bodybuilding Warehouse was founded in 
late 2008 with a handful of products and an 
internet connection. Now one of the UK's 
largest supplement retailers.

The Strategy
We started afresh and re-built the account with a very 
granular structure. Generic search terms such as ‘whey 
protein formula’ yield over a million results and carry high 
CPCs so we began by grouping by brands and then 
focusing in on individual products, building the account 
out to create more easily controlled ad groups. This in 
turn allowed us to maximise the efficiency available 
through targeting the longer tail and to deliver immediate 
returns. 

Product listing adverts (now Google Shopping) were 
introduced and implemented in accordance with best 
practice and these delivered instant gains. Targeting EU 
countries was another opportunity that we were able to 
identify and exploit. 

Dynamic remarketing is an area from which many clients 
have driven great returns. Google however has very strict 
rules surrounding this and because they categorise many 
of the sports nutrition products as pharmaceutical we 
were not able to utilise their network. As a result we 
proposed Criteo as an alternative. Through serving 
relevant display ads to individuals who had already visited 
the site, we were able to drive more incremental revenue 
in a highly cost effective manner. 
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To summarise we achieved the results through the following activity:

• Restructure of the account to better suit their approach to market
• Standard PPC activity
• PLA /shopping campaigns expansion
• Granular product led approach
• Expansion into EU markets 
• Expansion into dynamic remarketing

All of this has been done to achieve maximum ROI and profitability.



Results
In the first eight months (January 2014 versus August 2014) of Space 48 managing the PPC (pay 
per click) strategy Bodybuilding Warehouse saw a 347% increase in transactions to their website, 
as well as an 11% increase in CTR (click through rate). These results gave us a benchmark from 
which to work from and assisted our client to achieve future growth targets. 

We used the above results to tweak and optimise the strategy further. Now, one year later we 
compared the results year on year to date. We not only saw a reduction in the average CPC (cost 
per click) and cost per actual converted click by around a third but simultaneously saw an 
increase of converted clicks of 695%. The European test was highly successful and has given 
Bodybuilding Warehouse more food for thought about further expansion overseas.

As we continue to optimise the account Bodybuilding Warehouse are proving the value of a well 
structured and granular PPC account in a very competitive industry.
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32%
Decrease In Average 

Cost Per Click

10%
Uplift in Conversion Rate

11%
Increase In

Click Through Rate (CTR)

39%
Reduction In

Cost Per Converted Click

695%
Increase In Transactions

"Since outsourcing our PPC to eCommerce agency 
Space 48, Bodybuilding Warehouse has seen a large 
uplift in sales across a range of our sports nutrition 

products.”

Kieran Fisher, Managing Director, Bodybuilding Warehouse

The above results are taken from both Bodybuilding Warehouse’s Google Analytics Account and Adwords Account for the 
following period: 

January 2014 to April 2014 versus January 2015 to April 2015
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“We work closely with Space 48, using their digital marketing expertise to 
ensure our PPC ads are attracting the right customers to our website who 
convert into sales. The results they have achieved for us in just 6 months 

speak for themselves - achieving over a 100% increase in transactions is a 
huge success rate and is supporting our growth strategy of hitting £1 million 

sales a month and assisting us in our ambitions to grow into new markets 
including Ireland, France and Germany."

Kieran Fisher, Managing Director, Bodybuilding Warehouse


